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Abstract

At present, the transmutation of spent nuclear fuel is considered a prospective alternative
conception with respect to the current conception based on the non-reprocessed spent fuel disposal
into a deep geological repository. The Czech research and development programme in the area of
partitioning is directed primarily on the development of the fuel cycle technology for the accelerator -
driven subcritical reactor with a liquid fuel based on fluoride melts.

The final objective of the research programme is the development of pyrochemical
technologies suitable for a continuous or semi-continuous separation process which would allow
practically perfect utilization of the transmutation potentialities of the reactor system. The present
research is directed particularly on the development of suitable fluoride separation methods the target
of which is the removal of the uranium component from spent nuclear fuel and on the research of the
electroseparation procedures and further on the development of appropriate construction materials and
equipment for the technology of fluoride salt melts.

INTRODUCTION

The serious interest in the development of partitioning and transmutation technologies in the
Czech Republic is caused by the belief that the nuclear incineration of spent nuclear fuel represents a
prospective alternative conception with respect to the current conception based on the non-reprocessed
spent fuel disposal into a deep geological repository. The Czech research and development programme
in the P&T area is founded on the conception of subcritical accelerator - driven subcritical Molten Salt
Transmutation Reactor (MSTR) with fluoride salts based liquid fuel, the fuel cycle of which is
grounded on pyrochemical or pyrometallurgical fluoride reprocessing of spent fuel. This MSTR
system which should be directly connected with continuous or quasi-continuous separation process
should ensure practically perfect exploitation of the reactor transmutation power.

The national programme in the field of partitioning is proceeding from the experience the NRI
Rez pic gained in the past in the course of development of the pilot-plant technological line FREGAT-
2 developed and manufactured in the 80s for the fluoride reprocessing of spent fuel from the Russian
experimental fast reactor BOR-60 (1,2) and from the experience of the Czech establishments in the
development and production of many components for power and research reactors. At present, this
experience is utilized in the development of separation procedures and technologies for the MSTR fuel
cycle.

The main activities are oriented mainly toward the following areas:

1. Technological research in the field of "Fluoride volatility method"
2. Laboratory research of electroseparation methods
3. Development of materials and equipment for molten fluoride salts based technologies.
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TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF FLUORIDE VOLATILITY METHOD

Technological research in the field of "Fluoride volatility method" is directed at the
verification of the suitability of a technology for thermal or fast reactor spent fuel reprocessing which
may result in a product the form and composition of which might be applicable as a starting material
for the production of liquid fluoride fuel for MSTR. Consequently, the objective is the separation of a
maximum fraction of the uranium component from Pu, minor actinides and fission products. (3,4) The
technological research is closely connected with the flowsheeting research - working out a suitable
technological flowsheet for treating spent fuel into a form fitted for transmutation reactor including the
separation procedures before transmutation (Front-end) and separation processes after passage of fuel
through the transmutor (Back-end). Based both on our experience and on international consultation,
the technological scheme of MSTR fuel cycle was proposed. (Fig. 1) The scheme is founded upon the
separation of the uranium component by the "Fluoride volatility method" and on the subsequent
separation of plutonium and minor actinides from the fission products by using electroseparation
procedures. The elaboration of the technological scheme and the flowsheeting in general is considered
as a very important activity of the system analysis area which represents at the same time the unifying
framework of the research and development activities in the entire range of problems.
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Fig. 1: Simplified scheme of fuel cycle of molten salt transmutation reactor
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LABORATORY RESEARCH OF ELECTROSEPARATION METHODS

The effort in the field of laboratory research of electroseparation methods is aimed first of all
to the determination of optimum conditions for uranium and fission product separations and to the
selection of suitable electrolyte composition based on fluoride salt mixture. On the base of results
obtained until now, the attention is paid towards the LiF - NaF - KF type mixtures, because this type
of fluoride mixture melts ensures higher solubility of Pu and minor actinides in the fluoride matrix due
to the formation of complex compounds between actinides and sodium or potassium fluorides. The
study of selected physicochemical properties of fluoride melts is also the important part of the research
programme. (4)

DEVELOPMENT OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT FOR FLUORIDE TECHNOLOGIES

Development of material and equipment for molten fluoride salts based technologies is
connected first of all with the ADETTE technological loops programme.(Fig. 2) The main objectives
of the ADETTE loops experiments are testing of the newly developed construction materials -
corrosion research including the stress corrosion and testing of welds, research of fluoride melts
thermo hydraulics, testing of pumps and valves for fluoride melt medium, testing of measuring sensors
and of the methods of measuring and control and collection of data for the development and design of
apparatuses for ADS technology with fluoride melts. (5)

Special attention has been paid to the testing of the new corrosion resistant alloy MONICR
SKODA. This high nickel content alloy is designated as a structure material for fluoride experimental
loops for the operation temperatures of approx. 700 °C. (6,7)

The MONICR material is also intended for the construction of specific components of the
loops like molten salt pump (impeller vertical pump with a flange-mounted electric motor), control
and closing valves, molten salt storage tanks, heat exchangers etc. (7)

The development, design and realization of these components is worked out in the
Energovyzkum Ltd - Brno.

Fig. 2: View on experimental molten fluoride salt loop ADETTE-0
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CONCLUSION

Research and development of fluoride reprocessing technologies is a component of the Czech
national programme "Transmutation" subsidized financially by the Czech Ministry of Trade and
Industry and by the Radioactive Waste Repository Agency. The national conception in the area of
P&T research proceeding from the national energy policy envisages further development of nuclear
power industry in the Czech Republic primarily in the relation to the nuclear power industry in
development in most of the EU states. The intention of these state institution is to include the above
mentioned activities into programmes of international co-operations in the development of new
technologies in the fields of nuclear power industry and spent nuclear fuel elimination.
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